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Mickey Vest
Quick and Easy to Knit in 4 sizes.

 

Loom: 28” Knitting Board

Yarn: Lion Brand mohair/wool blend 
worsted weight 

Notions: tapestry needle, 2 small 
buttons

Gauge: 3.2 sts=1”  4 rows=1”

Stitches: Knit in 2 pieces in Rib Stitch 
for body. Zigzag Stitch for hemline

Size:  
SIZE LENGTH CHEST
Small 4 20” 32”
Medium 5 20” 36”
Large 6 22” 38”
X-Lge 7 22” 45”

Instructions

Make (2) pieces, front of sweater and back of sweater are the same.

Cast On (52), (56), (62), (72) Stitches

Knit in ZigZag Stitch for (6) rows.
Change to Rib Stitch.
Knit in Rib Stitch for (48), (48), (52), (52) rows.
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ARM SHAPING
1. Decrease (1) stitch each end.  Knit row in Rib starting with needles #2 and #4 to maintain 

rib pattern.
2. Decrease (1) stitch each end.  Knit row in Rib st starting with needles #1 and #3 to maintain 

rib pattern.
3. Decrease (1) stitch each end.  Knit row in Rib st starting with needles #2 and #4 to maintain 

rib pattern.
4. Decrease (1) stitch each end,  Knit row in Rib st starting with needles #1 and #3 to maintain 

rib pattern.
Knit in Rib pattern for another (22), (22), (25), (25) rows.

NECKLINE AND SHOULDERS
Starting at back end, bind off center (12) stitches with crochet hook:
Pick up two loops of first center stitch and one loop of next stitch.  Pull two loops thru one loop 
on crochet hook.  This leaves one loop on crochet hook.  Now, pick up one loop and pull one 
thru one.  Continue this process of picking up one loop until you have closed off the (12) center 
stitches of the neckline.  Place remaining loop on hook on next needle on board at left side of 
knitting.  

Knit in rib stitch starting with needles #1 and #3 up to bound off stitches.  Return for complete 
circular.

Tie in another ball or skein of yarn to opposite shoulder at bound off stitches at neckline.  Knit 
this side of shoulder as separate piece starting with needles #1 and #3.  Hook over all stitches 
on both sides, and when you come to the needle with (3) loops, lift (2) over (1).  This should 
bring you to (1) loop on each needle on both shoulders.

Next Row-Decrease (1) stitch at each side of neckline.  Knit each section in Rib.  Start first 
shoulder in rib starting with needles #1 and #3.  On other shoulder (right side) start on needles 
#2 and #4 to maintain the rib pattern.  When you hook the stitches next to neckline, be sure to 
lift (2) over (1).  Hook both sides.

Repeat this decrease on both sides of neckline.  Weave  both sides starting with needles #1 and 
#3.  
Each row that you decrease for neckline, start out with needles #1 and #3 for the first section.  
The other side which starts with decrease stitch will always need to alternate with starting 
needles #1 and #3 or needles #2 and #4.

Continue the decrease neckline row and shoulder shaping until you have (20), (20), (24), (24) 
open in center of piece.  This will be your neck opening.

Next row will be to shape the outer shoulders.
Decrease (1) stitch each end of board.
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Knit in Rib.  Adjust first section to start at needle #2 and #4 and second section to begin with 
needles same start as last row.
Repeat this decrease row starting first section with needles #1 and #3.  Start the second section 
with same needles as used with the last two rows.

Next row-bind off both shoulders.  Bind off loosely at anchor yarn.

Knit second piece same as first for back of vest.

SEWING IT ALL TOGETHER
Lay both pieces together.  Using whip stitch, sew side seams from hemline to under arm.  Be 
sure to make knots about 1” from edges.  Tuck in tails of yarn.
Sew shoulder seams to neckline with whip stitch.
Tuck in all tails of yarn for a finished vest, ready to wear.


